Hosting

Your presence online
Whether you want to start a blog, forum, picture gallery, company website or an eCommerce application, you need to
have a server to host those bits and bytes that compose your web presence on an Internet server.
We allow people to make their website accessible via the World Wide Web. We have solutions for any requirement, from
the most basic webpage hosting to the largest high-available, high-performance eCommerce system.

Offers
Shared Hosting on Plesk Panel
Best suited for basic sites with no
special requirements
Managed hosting on shared
custom Web server
Best suited for applications that may
need server level customizations
Managed hosting on dedicated
server (physical or virtual)
Best suited for complex applications
with sensitive data
SSL certificates
A requirement for any site working
with confidential data

Features of Shared
Hosting on Plesk Panel
Unlimited Transfer
Unlimited Webspace *
Plesk Web Management Interface
Protected directories
mySQL databases
PostgreSQL databases
PHP support
Perl
Python
FTP Access
Web Statistics
Daily Backups
SSL Support

Templates

The quality, diversity and user-friendliness of Open-Source content
management solutions has improved greatly over the past years and even
big Fortune 500 companies are using Drupal, Joomla, Wordpress and the
likes on their main website. We can help you along by installing an OpenSource solution into your hosting package and even install custom
themes or extensions to your liking.

High-Availability and Backup

Even the most basic web service is hosted on our Mbox platform which
ensures for maximum performance and availability by default. No single
point of failure will have your website offline for hours or days. Also, thanks
to a continuous backup cycle, your data is always available. If your website
is hacked or defaced following a weak password or an exploit in some
open-source software, we can easily recover your website from a backup to
have you up and running again in the smallest timeframe possible.

Support

If you have trouble with setting up your hosting, migrating to our service or
the simply is something not working right, contact our support for assistance.
Our team of sysadmins and developers can help you figure out and fix the
problem and optimize to make sure it doesn’t happen again.
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